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TasDance presents

a flight of fancy 

and the imagination

choreographic interpretations 

of a Tasmanian story
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Just as butterflies emerge from their
cocoon after their metamorphosis, this
season too is a result of a long and
wonderful evolution.  

One of the most rewarding aspects of my
position is to see an idea develop and
grow.  Nearly four years ago author
Carmel Bird showed me the wonderful
lithograph A Flight of Fair Game that
depicts women as butterflies moving from
the old country to Van Diemen’s Land.  

Following her research into the history of
the Royal Princess and her cargo of
women for the colony, Carmel developed
short narrative pieces that have fed the
imaginations of our two choreographers, 
our composer and our set and 
costume designer.  

Introduction

a flight of fancy and the imagination



Natalie and Phillip each interpret the story
based on an intriguing part of Tasmania’s
history and explore notions of entrapment,
coersion, vilification, moral corruption and
the extremes that occur in the relations
between men and women. The resulting
works involve universal themes of fear,
horror and disgust. 

Neither is literal interpretation or a linear
narrative, but a choreographic exploration
and expression.  I am delighted with the
results of this unusual process of offering
two artists the same motivation to
interpret in their own ways, so that
TasDance once again presents a diversity
of contemporary work in 
this double bill. 

The differing talents of the TasDance
company members shine in this production
and I encourage you to allow each
treatment to offer you their unique
flavours.  The dancers have contributed to
the development of the movement
vocabulary and worked extremely hard to
maintain the integrity of the
choreographers intentions.

Greg Clarke and his innovative set design
enable the dancers and Natalie to move
beyond the floor space and allowed Fair
Game to take an exciting spatial and
movement dimension.  Likewise he has
been able to work to realise Phillip’s fertile
imagination.  It has been particular
rewarding for me to have one designer to
work on both set and costumes for the
production.  

For the final illumination we rely on 
the talents of Joseph Mercurio, and it is
wonderful to have him working with 
us again.

Hope Csutoros has been a wonderfully
inspiring artist to work with and we look
forward to more contact with her and her
music.  Sarah Curro likewise has brought
her extraordinary talents to bear in her
playing of Hope’s score.

All these artists come together with their
work focussed through the company and
the refining skills of Rehearsal Director,
Natasha Middleton.  I thank all for their
contributions.  Special thanks to Stuart
Loone, our Administrative Manager who
worked behind the scenes to make it 
all happen.

Annie Greig 
Artistic Director
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Title
Fair Game

Choreography
Natalie Weir

Music
Ludovico Einaudi - Le Onde and Salgari
Bach 
Hope Csutoros

Costume Design
Greg Clarke 

Costume Construction
Sonja Hindrum 

Performers
Craig Bary, Trisha Dunn, Lisa Griffiths,
Malcolm McMillan, Jason Northam, 
Tania Tabacchi

Ensemble - Boat composed & recorded 
by Hope Csutoros, live violin performed by
Sarah Curro 

Duo - Lisa and Jason composed, recorded
and arranged by Hope Csutoros with many
thanks to DeFLOCKeD string quartet 

Ensemble - Waltz Le Onde, solo piano
composed by Einaudi

Duo - Trisha and Malcolm Le Onde, solo
piano composed by Einaudi

Duo - Tania and Craig*  composed and
recorded by Hope Csutoros 

Solo - Trisha J.S. Bach; Agnus Dei, 
B minor Mass (lambarena, Bach to Africa) 

Ensemble - Bridal Hold composed and
recorded by Hope Csutoros 

Solo - Craig composed and recorded by
Hope Csutoros, solo violin performed by 
Sarah Curro 

Solo - Tania composed and recorded by 
Hope Csutoros, solo violin performed by
Sarah Curro 

Trio - Men Salgari composed by Einaudi

Contamination - Lisa and Men  Salgari
composed by Einaudi 

Ensemble - Finale*  Salgari, composed 
by Einaudi, arranged and re-recorded 
for violin by Hope Csutoros and Darren
Steffen, live violin performed by Sarah Curro 
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From the Choreographer

This ballet is my reaction to the
lithograph, A Flight of Fair Game and 
the chapter in Tasmanian history that 
inspired it.

The picture depicts some women as a
group of butterflies in flight, with the men
in Hobart awaiting their arrival with
butterfly nets to catch them.

My piece is a reaction to this image, and I
wondered about the emotional aspects of
these 'arranged' marriages and pursued
the possibility that many of these enforced
relationships were dysfunctional.

The women were described in a
newspaper article as bad, an experimental
cargo, and when they arrived some of
them were described as contaminated.
These words give a feeling of horror to
me, and provide a strong emotional
resonance for the work.

Hope Csutoros has composed several
sections of the work, which I think has
provided a dynamic and thrilling
component to the piece.  Design by Greg
Clarke is an inspired concept, which adds
enormous physical and emotional color to
the ballet.

The passage of writing later in this
program, the Margaret Coffey story by
Carmel Bird really sums up many of the
feeling and images in this work. 

I am very thankful to TasDance for having
me back here once again.  This is a
company of strong individuals and they
should be nurtured and valued.  I have felt
refreshed by the honesty and commitment
the dancers have shown in the creation of
this work.

Natalie Weir
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Note The use of Le Onde and Salgari by Ludovico

Einaudi is by permission of Boosey & Hawkes Pty

Ltd as agent for BMG Ricordi SpA

* Thanks to Darren Steffen and Creative Urge

Studios, Melbourne.
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Title
Doubting Lakes Edge

Choreography
Phillip Adams

Music
Cobra Killer I’m your Alibi with the
support of Meg Stuart/Damaged Goods
Robert Schmidt – Mt Bulla Soundscore
Hope Sandoval and the Warm Inventions

Costume Design
Greg Clarke 

Performers
Craig Bary, Trisha Dunn, Lisa Griffiths, 
Malcolm McMillan, Jason Northam, 
Tania Tabacchi, Joanne White

From the Choreographer

The parameters of the work oscillate
between two spaces. A campsite, and an
open space. The camping ground
represents a place of settlement and the
open space operates as a foreground for
events. Eg a forest and ocean. 

Both sites play with the notion of
habitation, isolation and contamination. 
The narrative is a contemporary reflection
in both idiom and mode of the time spent
by the women passengers’ aboard the
Princess Royal and their first encounter
with settlement in Tasmania in 1832.

The opening event [the crossing] is a de-
construction of life on board the Princess
Royal. The women encounter uneventful
situations, hysteria and displacement.
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Program   Doubting Lakes Edge



Upon arrival onshore [the campsite], 
the movement reflects the living and
working relationship between the women
and their male counterparts. What
becomes apparent is an onslaught 
of moral corruption.

The open space [the forest] becomes a
strange land of tall trees, ritualistic
behaviour, folk dance and strange
animals.  For the women the rough
Tasmanian terrain and forestry offer a
sense of weird isolation.

In the final scenario we see a
recapitulation of past events in modern
day living.  In no particular order both
sites exhibit random events that offer
fragments of conclusive evidence and
compromise by the women. Eg: sleeping
arrangements and guest appearances. 

p.s. [after thought] places the work at
rest. The performers offer a New Haven 
as a means to coexist. 

Thank you to Jess Exiner through the
patronage of Kolm Exiner, the Australia
Council for the Arts, Young and Emerging
Initiative Foot in the Door grant and Edgar
John Wegner.  To the performers for their
individual contributions, dedication and
enthusiasm in the development of my
work.  To the artistic director Annie Greig
and the administrative team of TasDance
for the opportunity to partake in the 10
Days on the Island Festival and to share in
the indefatigable pursuit of contemporary
dance practice - the experience had been
invaluable.  Special thanks to Cobra Killer
and Paul Lemp.     

Phillip Adams
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The night was so dark, the fog so thick,
that the passengers on deck could not see
each other, but they heard the cry:
‘Breakers Ahead!’ The ‘Princess Royal was
off Cape Pillar, on the far south west of
Tasman Peninsula. It was Tuesday, August
21, 1832. All the next day the ship tossed
in a wild tempest, and on the Thursday
was drawn up into Storm Bay, arriving in
Frederick Henry Bay on the morning of
August 23. The storm continued; the ship
rode at anchor. But the next day the ship,
adrift, moved towards Pittwater and, with
four big bumps, stuck fast in the mud at
Dodge’s Ferry. All the sails and all the
anchors had been lost. A steamer, the
‘Surprise’ collected everyone on board and
took them to shore, and all were
eventually conveyed to Hobart Town which
was the intended destination of their five
month voyage from London.

Who was on board?

Apart from the Captain, the Surgeon, the
Chaplain and the Crew, there were two
hundred single women passengers who
had been given free passage for the

purpose of providing the colony of Van
Diemen’s Land with servants and wives,
for women were in short supply. The
women on board were described as cargo,
the first ‘experimental cargo of Free
Female Emigrants’. The original idea had
been wildly idealistic – to somehow
magically persuade respectable young
women with poor prospects to take a
dangerous free five-month trip away from
all they knew, ending up in an incredibly
distant penal colony way way away in the
Southern Ocean, there to spend the rest of
their lives. The experiment was pretty
much a failure.   

As it turned out, the two hundred women
came from three main sources: eighty-four
from the Charitable Guardian Asylum,
twenty-four from the parish workhouses,
forty-four from the London Female
Penitentiary. The remaining forty-eight
were described as ‘casual applicants’. An
attempt was made to keep the different
groups separate by giving each a specific
area of the ship for their berths, but it
soon became clear that a process of moral
‘contamination’ was bound to occur, as

The Story of the Princess Royal Author Carmel Bird



the more corrupt members of the company
had an effect on those who were
susceptible. In both London and Hobart
Town there were Ladies’ Committees
devoted to overseeing the project. I
always find lists like those of the names of
passengers on ships coming to Australia in
the nineteenth century strangely moving
and compelling. There is so much hope
and so much fear and despair built into
the roll call. The lists for the ‘Princess
Royal’ are even more interesting than
usual because next to the names there are
comments made by the highly respectable
Ladies’ Committee of Hobart Town.  

If the women were deemed to be beyond
redemption by the Committee, they were
‘expelled’, presumably cut off from
protection of any kind, finding their way
as best they could in the colony. A woman
might be: ‘Expelled for bad conduct,
sleeping out of doors, and now believed
to be living with some man in the country
in an improper way.’ Or she might be:
‘Very bad and said to be gone to America
with the Boatswain of the Princess Royal.’
Occasionally the report was good, Mrs

Matthews the Matron from the ship being
cited as a referee: ‘ Mrs Matthews speaks
very well of her and has taken her into her
own employ.’ And one woman ‘Appeared
very respectable. Represented herself to
be a widow with these two daughters.
Mrs Matthews’ letter says this lady found
a husband at Hobart Town named Elliott.’
But the ringing repetitions of ‘very bad’
and ‘expelled’ are a sad indicator of the
way many – it seems to me most – of the
women were perceived and treated in the
colony. A forlorn footnote to the ship’s
lists is the mention of ‘nine children’ who
are of course nameless. Some of the
women themselves were as young as
fifteen. Such records as these are a
poignant window into life in the early
years of the colony.   

The boat itself was the ‘cheapest
conveyance’ and the crew were engaged
at the ‘lowest penny’, while many of them
‘proved drunken and became the
associates of the worst of the women’.
Most of the women could not of course
write, and so there are few records of
events. However, in her diary Catherine
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Price, the wife of the Chaplain, writes of
how some of the ‘girls’ filled the locks
with sand so that their candles could not
be locked away, but gives no real detail of
unseemly behaviour. She writes of how
‘some of the worst females on board
offended’ the surgeon, but goes on to say
that the surgeon himself was often drunk.
Two men fought about ‘a Miss Smith’. She
writes mainly about such positive matters
as her husband’s sermons and the
establishment of a Bible school on board,
and her observations of the weather and
of  birds and porpoises. She comments
that the poop deck is allowed to ‘cabin
passengers only’ and that the ‘emigrant
women’ are forbidden to walk there. There
is something very telling about the final
entry in the diary: ‘Have clean linen to go
ashore in. We have had no washing done
on board.’ The comment sits very darkly
beside the statement on the Form of
Admission issued to each of the 
Emigrant women: ‘There will be sufficient
opportunities of washing Linen during 
the Passage.’ 

While the ship was at sea, the experiment
was the subject of at least one cartoon in
England. This was a coloured lithograph
published on June 17, 1832 by Thos.
McLean of 26 Haymarket, London. The
picture was printed by A.Ducôté of 70 St
Martin’s Lane. The artist is unknown. It is
titled ‘E-Migration or A Flight of Fair
Game’ and copies are held in the National
Library ACT and the State Library of
Tasmania. It was this image that first
inspired me to study the  1832 voyage 
of the ‘Princess Royal’.  
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The glorious exuberance of the women
with their fantastic butterfly wings
describes an iridescent arc between the
mean ugly women with brooms in England
and the dismal little company of men in
Van Diemen’s Land. The really good part is
that the man with the butterfly net hasn’t
caught anyone yet, although at least one
woman seems to be flying into the 
arms of a man high up on a rock. 
The flying women sing with colour, 
while the gloomy figures on both shores
shout in little speech balloons. 
In England, where there is a Penitentiary
and a Workhouse, they are saying:
‘Varmint’ and ‘I’d be a butterfly’; in Van
Diemen’s Land, where there is an
Observatory and also a gang of convicts,
it’s: ‘I spies mine’, ‘I sees a prime’un’, 
‘Get ready Clargiman’. The chaplain is
waiting with his prayer book open.

There is a sense that the women are
doomed, and yet their ephemeral
trajectory across the vast ocean speaks 
of joy, beauty, and a kind of spiritual 
uplift that cannot be entirely quelled 
by their darker fate. 

E-Migration or A Flight of Fair Game

Allport Library and Museum of Fine Arts, 

State Library of Tasmania
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The Journal of Jane Wordsworth
younger daughter of Lady Charlotte
Wordsworth of Carrickvale
Convenor of the London Chapter
Ladies’ Committee for the Promotion 
of the Emigration of Single Women 
to Van Diemen’s Land  1832

In the morning, quite early, Sarah and I
had the great pleasure of selecting the
fabrics for our new opera cloaks – rose
velvet for Sarah and white cashmere with
swansdown for myself. We visited also the
French milliner in Lavender Lane where we
purchased some of her smaller artificial
flowers fashioned from crepe-de-chine, for
beneath our new cloaks we will both wear
our pink silks which will require new
trimming. From the bird-seller on the
corner Sarah bought a sweet canary in a
willow cage. Mother has promised we may
each choose something from her jewel-
case. We were quite worn out first by the
excitement of anticipation and then by the
demands of the decisions required of us,
but we were also most delighted with the
results of our labours. This excursion was
allowed only on the strict understanding

that in the afternoon we would both
accompany our Mama, our Aunt
Georgiana and Mrs Jameison when they
conducted the Charitable Interviews. This
was for our exercise of Good Works, for
our own Education, and also for our
Edification. We were not called upon to
speak or to offer any judgement
whatsoever, although nothing could
prevent us from discussing the events that
had passed, between ourselves
afterwards, within the private confines of
our own rooms. 

The Interviews are conducted at the
request of Canon Bracebridge who is the
Deputy Chairman of the Committee
proper. Although we were weary, we were
eager to comply with our Mama’s wishes,
not the least because we have been for
some time in a wonderment as to the
duties and activities of the Ladies’
Committee. Tippie has scarcely stopped
barking since Sarah brought home the
canary. 

Mama has explained to us (at great length
and in some detail) that there is a

The Journal of Jane Wordsworth



shortage of servants and also of wives
within the society of the Colony, and that
these young women, who have applied for
free passage at the expense of the Trust,
are generally without family or marriage
portion, and are seeking a respectable
future for themselves within the Colony
where they will be welcomed by the
Hobart-town Chapter of the Ladies’
Committee. Sarah and I have imagined
that the same young women must be truly
courageous and adventurous, and we
were most keenly interested to meet them
and to observe them at close quarters.  

We met first of all Aunt Georgiana and
Mrs Jamieson (who is a most imposing
lady, not a little terrifying – Sarah became
very subdued which is of course an
unusual state of affairs, causing Mama to
look at her once or twice with concern) in
a little courtyard beneath two enormous
chestnut trees which darkened the
afternoon at once and made us long for
the open air and freedom and sunshine of
Carrickvale. Then before much time had
passed we found ourselves inside a
gloomy building composed it seemed to

me of narrow corridors and hundreds of
imposing doors with big brass handles, all
closed. I had the feeling that behind those
doors was a kind of beehive of busy
activity, clerks with piles of important
(Sarah said un-important) documents,
sorting and scratching away with their
pens and ink, bent over their work with
spectacles on their noses, dead moths in
their hair, and worn slippers on their
tapping feet. If we could but open the
doors we would discover a whole world of
industry. We hurried on, flowing in a line
of rustling silk and bobbing bonnets
behind Mrs Jamieson whose figure is
substantial until we arrived at the
Interview Chamber down in the deepest
recesses of the edifice, far far away from
the hum and buzz of London, in a world
all its own, in a dark cocoon of Discussion
and Interview and Sorting and Sifting of
Persons Destined for the Colonies. 

The air was hushed, down there, hushed
and somehow empty, not dreaming, not
waiting, but stilled. There was an aroma
of bitter oranges. I grew a little afraid and
clung to Sarah as we entered the
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Interview Chamber proper and took our
seats along a green bench which stretched
the length of a mahogany table. On the
wall before us hung a clock, large and
round with a brass frame which had not
been cleaned, I believe, for a very long
time. It offered a maritime aspect, and it
ticked most audibly, most mournfully in
the sad and silent air, as, one by one the
women entered through another doorway,
a dark low door which cut the corner at an
angle, and led, Sarah told me, to stairs
which wound down into the cellar where
(who knows how many?) hopeful women
wait in expectation of being called up for
the Interview. We saw six of these women
in our morning, and the differences
between them were most striking.

All the women were inmates of the
Workhouse, for Mama had quite firmly
decreed that Sarah and myself were not to
be witness to Interviews with those
Unfortunates who originated at the
Female Penitentiary. I confess a secret
desire to see some of these latter women,
as it is almost impossible for me to
imagine Creatures of God’s Earth more

marked by woes and cares than the six
women who came before us this very
morning. The oldest one was twenty-five
years of age, the very age of my cousin
Alexandra who has so recently married Mr
Davenport. The contrast between dear
Alexandra whose complexion is so fine
that it is remarked upon by all who meet
her, and whose hair is indeed the glory of
our whole family, and Mary Ann Fiske was
most astonishing to me. For Fiske was
suffering from a twisting of the spine, and
showed hands and countenance of such
grimy crinkled and withered aspect it was
difficult to look at her without asking her
first to dip her face and hands in the rain-
tub.  Mrs Jamieson, in fact, made a note
to speak to the Forewoman in charge
requesting greater attention be paid to
the washing of face and hands before
Interview. Her eyes were sad. I would not
have wished Mary Ann Fiske for my
servant, although I confess her voice was
gentle enough, and her abilities with
needle and thread appeared to be very
satisfactory. She wore a dress of dark
stuff, the rips and tatters of which had
been most carefully mended and restored.



Her bonnet appeared to be quite new, and
my aunt commented later that she was of
the opinion this had been acquired by
means other than honest. I wondered how
one would perhaps steal a bonnet. We, of
course, Sarah and myself, were not called
upon to comment at all. We were simply
to observe and later to pray for the
wellbeing of the women who passed
before our company. I understand that
Fiske was given a Stamp of Approval by
the Committee, and I do hope and trust
that she may find a happier life in Van
Diemen’s Land. I am certain that she will,
since that place is famously noted for the
freshness of the air and the abundance of
fruits and fishes to be had, as well as
useful work, and, who knows? perhaps a
suitable husband in the Colony. I do hope
so. I will pray when next we go to Church.
Sarah always shudders at the idea of the
dangerous journey by sea, and by the vast
distances to be crossed, and by the
strangeness of  places far away, the
strangeness of strange peoples,  but I am
of a more optimistic turn of mind, and I
see all as an adventure, nourished as I am
in the imagination by the wonderful

romance of fairy tales and legends. I also
see the practical application of the
enterprise, since there is nothing but pain
and suffering for women such as this in
the London Workhouse. 

The youngest woman was she who most
drew my interest and attention, perhaps
because she was one year younger than
myself, being fifteen. Her name is
Margaret Coffey.

She was tiny and slender, barefoot,
bareheaded. Her hair was thick, long and
black and tied up with a rough piece of
chartreuse ribbon which was feathered
and frayed from age and use. Although
some of her teeth were darkened, and one
was broken, her smile was truly beguiling,
and her face and hands were small, soft,
and perfectly clean. I tried to imagine how
she would look in a pink cotton gown and
a snow white pinafore, and I decided that
she would offer a quite charming
appearance – for even in her dark woollen
skirt and shawl she did not look
ungraceful. She spoke briefly, holding her
head steady and looking Mama and the
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other Ladies in the eye, by turns. Her own
eyes were a clear pale grey, I do confess I
have not often seen such pretty eyes. She
is, she explained, an orphan, with no
prospects whatsoever, her only hope, she
says, of making her way in the world as a
Christian woman is to travel to the
Colonies and take up a position, and hope
to find a good husband among the new
countrymen. I had a vision of a tiny stone
church in an avenue of apple trees, and
Margaret was the blushing bride in
delicate lace and satin ribbons with a posy
of bright flowers picked from the lanes on
her way to the church. Her husband was a
soldier in scarlet coat and feathered cap. I
think it was in fact partly my memory of a
picture in one of my books, a romantic
idyll where a poor country girl finds and
weds the good soldier of her dreams. 

Are you quite sure, the Ladies asked her,
that you are prepared in full to leave the
places and the people you know and to
cross the seas to an unknown future
where life will no doubt be strange and
fraught with difficulties? – for even they,
stern matrons as they may be, were

touched by the fragile youthfulness of
Margaret Coffey, and feared for her safety
and happiness. She replied: “The people I
know would wish me ill, and the place I
live is the Workhouse.” It was Aunt
Charlotte who, after the Interviews, said:
“What hope is there, after all, for the poor
little thing in the Streets of London?” And
I thought to myself, what hope indeed.
And so I was persuaded that it was the
right and proper thing for Margaret Coffey
to join Mary Ann Fiske and the other four
women as a Female Passenger on board
the Princess Royal when she sails for Van
Diemen’s Land some time in April. 
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Goes from the Interview to the Journey
to the Arrival in Van Diemen’s Land

Up from the cellar, into the Room of
Interview. Sunlight bright in the window. 
I am feeling brave and I speak out for
myself. Coo, coo from my shy cocoon.
Behind the dark bench three ladies and
two girls. Yellow bonnets, pink cheeks,
cherry lips, the girls are staring, the girls
are smirking. Black bonnets, beady eyes,
lips like the beaks of blackbirds, the
women. Soft silky gowns of pale blue
cloud, the girls are softly whispering.
Crackle and cackle and big mulberry
capes, edged with rustling taffeta, dark
blue, deep wine, the ladies, midnight
green, with lockets of gold and silver and
bracelets and rings and heavy, heavy
timepieces. Tick tock ticker ticker tocker.
What time is it, what day is it, what world
is this? What is your name and how old
are you and where did you live and who is
your father and why do you want to go to
Hobart-Town? Are you healthy? Do you
sew? Do you cook, sweep, dust, polish,
carry coals and water? How old? Fifteen?
You must be an orphan. You may get in

line and be listed and tagged and bundled
and bullied and bruised and boxed on
board the floating palace for brides-in-
waiting, servants in disguise. The Princess
Royal will be sailing soon, billowing,
sailing away across the horizon, across the
world, across the waters, the oceans, the
seas. Dangerous journey. The bottom of
the ocean is a long long way, way, way
down at the bottom with the fishes. To
find a situation. To find a husband. To find
something good in the world. What world
is this? The ship moves out from the
known world into the unknown world, an
unknown world floating on an unknown
world-sea. My head spins round, my guts
spill out, my legs are weak, I can not see
the land. In my mind I run and run like a
mouse in an attic, flittering, searching for
crumbs, for crumblets, for warmth, for
comfort, for safety. The sailors run at me,
eyes wild, their arms around me. In the
daylight, in the dark. I run and I run and I
run from the sailors, from the Surgeon. I
run to the Matron. I hide behind her. She
drags me out. She hands me to the
Surgeon like a parcel of washing, like a
cottage pie, like a bundle of rags. I am a

Margaret Coffey



bundle of rags. The Surgeon uses me like a
bundle of rags. I scream and the ship rolls
and I scream and I run and I fly. I am
flying along, rags fluttering, flapping, a
broken insect limping on the deck where
the high waves break in the roaring
darkness and the Surgeon gives me to the
sailors and the sailors use me like a
broken insect in a bundle of rags and I
weep in the darkness as the ship rolls on,
as the sails billow salt in the afternoon
breeze, and hundreds of flying fish leap in
the light. Look, look, the sailors cry, look
at the flying fish. They are a good omen.
Look, they say, this one, this girl, she’s our
figurehead, and they throw me up, up, a
broken stick in a bundle of rags in the
afternoon sunlight, and I fall like a stone
on the deck. Slipping and sliding. Salt,
sea, sun, tears, blood, loud laughter and a
great shouting in my ears. But the wounds
heal. I am whole and astonished and sad.
And on dry Van Diemen’s Land I meet
again the self-same ladies in the self-same
bonnets and capes of mulberry rustling
and bustling and who are you and what is
your name and what is your age and why
are you such a little whore and how could

it be that you are so bad and we have
decided to tip you out and turn you loose
and give you the freedom of the streets to
beg your way and whore your way and
find your way and may God have mercy on
your soul and we are most highly
disappointed in this cargo of lewd and
lopsided women with the limping legs and
the sloping backs and the broken wings of
crumpled crazy crack-pot moth-faced
butterfly wishbone sluts. What time is it,
what day is it, what world is this? 
What world is this? 
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Annie began her dance training in
Launceston, Tasmania and went on to
study in Adelaide with the Australian
Dance Theatre under the direction of
Elizabeth Dalman.  Annie received a
Fulbright scholarship in 1979, enabling her
to complete a Master of Arts Degree in
Dance at New York University.  As well as
extending her dance practice, Annie
developed skills in dance video production
and won awards in Experimental Dance
Video at the American Dance Film and
Video Festival (1981 & 1982).  She
benefited greatly from working with
internationally acclaimed choreographers
Alwin Nikolais and Murray Louis.  

Annie has worked in many capacities:
Course Director with the National
Aboriginal and Islander Skills Development
Association; freelance teacher and video
maker; Liaison Officer with TasDance
under Jenny Kinder; lecturing at the
University of Tasmania for the Bachelor of
Performing Arts Dance students and
Performing Arts Program Officer with Arts
Tasmania.  She was on the Tasmanian
Cultural Industries Council and is presently

a National Vice-President of Ausdance, 
the Australian Dance Council, on the
Advisory Committee for The Australian
Choreographic Centre in Canberra and
Secretary for the Asia Pacific Performing
Arts Network.

Annie undertook an AsiaLink residency in
2001 to Korea and worked with Dr Sun
Ock Lee and the Son Mu Ga Dance
Company.  This resulted in TasDance being
invited to perform at the Asia Pacific
Performing Arts Network in May 2002 and
again in India in 2003. 

Artistic Director
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Natalie Weir was born in Australia, and
has been choreographing professionally
for 18 years.  She was trained at the Ann
Roberts School of Dance in Townsville, and
completed an Associate Diploma in
Performing Arts at the Queensland
University of Technology in Brisbane.  She
was a founding member of Expressions
Dance Company and was offered her first
choreographic commission by Expressions
at the age of 18.  

Natalie has worked extensively 
throughout Australia, creating work for
most of the countries major Classical and
Contemporary Dance Companies,
including the Australian Ballet, the West
Australian Ballet Company, the
Queensland Ballet, Expression's Dance
Company, Australian Dance Theatre 
and Dance North. Natalie was also
Choreographer in Residence for the
Queensland Ballet and the 
Australian Ballet.

Natalie has created several works for the
Australian Ballet including Dark Lullaby
and her first full-length work, 
‘Mirror Mirror’.

Natalie has also created two works for the
Houston Ballet, and the American Ballet
Theatre in New York have performed
'Jabula'.  Most recently she was one of
four choreographers involved in the
Harrison Project, a tribute to George
Harrison from the Beatles, which was a
big success for the company. 

Most recently Natalie has created 'Beyond
Tears' for the West Australian Ballet, has
set her 'Rite of Spring' on the Hong Kong
Ballet and created ‘Steppenwolfe' for the
Houston Ballet for which she received the
Choo San Goh award.  Natalie has also
been the recipient of an Australia council
Fellowship towards development as a
choreographer and artistic director.

Natalie created the contemporary solo for
the male and female for inclusion for the
first time in the RAD Gene Competition
held in Sydney late in 2002.

This year WA Ballet is remounting 'The
Collector".  Singapore Dance Theatre will
also perform her 'Dark Lullaby'. Natalie
will create a new work for Dance North. In
April, Natalie will create 'Harmonium' for
the American Ballet Theatre's Met season
and later this year a full-length version of
Tourandant for the Hong Kong Ballet.

This is Natalie's second work for
TasDance.  She is thrilled to have worked
with the company again and would like to
give her biggest thanks to the dancers of
TasDance for their inspiration and
enormous collaboration.
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Phillip Adams is a graduate of the
Victorian College of the Arts and lived and
worked in New York for a decade after
being awarded the ANZ International
Fellowship award in 1988. He was a
member of several leading dance
companies and worked with independent
choreographers including: Nina Wiener
Dance Company, Donna Uchizono Dance,
Bebe Miller Dance Company, Dennis
O'Connor Dance, Trisha Brown Co,
Amanda Miller Pretty Ugly Dance Co, Irene
Hultman Dance Company, Chunky Move
Dance Co, Company In Space, Vis-Vis and
worked with Sarah Rudner and Lance
Gries.

Since returning to Australia in 1998, Phillip
founded his own company BalletLab that
debuted with their sell out season of
Amplification. Since forming the company
he has toured to Beijing, Scotland,
Germany, England, Mongolia, Sydney
Opera House and Brisbane Powerhouse.
Phillip’s work has also been presented in
New York, Boston and New Zealand.

Phillip has been commissioned by several
leading theatre and dance companies
including Arena Theatre, Chunky Move,
Dance Works, Back 2 Back Theatre,
Guongdong Modern Dance Company
China, Sydney Mardi Gras, One Extra Co,
Vis a Vis Dance Canberra, VCA and
WAAPA. Phillip was director of the
Melbourne Fashion Fringe 2000. Phillip
has taught internationally and throughout
Australia. 

Most recently Phillip was artist in
residency at the Tanzwerkstatt Berlin and
Rotterdam school of Contemporary Arts
and in 2003 he will be creating a new
commission for the Rotterdam Dance
Company. BalletLab will be creating a new
Trilogy Self Encasing to premiere at the
Holland Dance Festival and Melbourne
Festival in 2003. 

Phillip is the recipient of grants and
awards from the Australia Council, Arts
Victoria, Playing Australia, Kolm-Exiner,
Myer Foundation, Mardi Gras
Development Fund, Green Room Awards,
Asialink, Massachusetts Culture Council
Arts Fund USA, Anthony Joseph Pratt
Scholarship, Besen Family Foundation and
an Australian Dance Award Nomination.
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Hope studied at the Victorian College of
the Arts and the Franz Liszt Music
Academy (Hungary). Hope's broad
experience in all aspects and styles of
violin playing has ensured she is highly
sought after as a performer, composer,
session musician and soloist. Hope is
currently violinist with pop band My
Friend the Chocolate Cake, the David
Chesworth Ensemble, DeFLOCKEd string
quartet and gypsy tango group Cosmo
Cosmolino. Hope has also enjoyed
composing and performing throughout
Australia and internationally (Europe, UK,
Asia) with highly regarded companies such
as Circus Oz, Theatre Physical, Sidetrack
Theatre, the Gavin Bryars Ensemble,
Chamber Made Opera, Ros Warby Projects
and DV8 Physical Theatre. She has also
worked with the State Orchestra of
Victoria, in numerous musicals including
Phantom of the Opera, the Bach Chamber
Ensemble in Budapest and recorded with
Midnight Oil, Mark Seymour, The Go
Betweens, Deborah Conway and others.
She has also worked on film scores such
as the recent Till Human Voices Wake Us
and documentaries, both as composer and

violinist.

Composers Note

Fair Game is inspired by a dramatic true story

and lithograph of innocent love, violent lust and

an arduous journey to a harsh, foreign land. We

were keen to have the intensity, passion and

innocence inherent in the story Fair Game

reflected not only in the choreography but also

in the energy, evocativeness and contrasts

within the musical score. The musical process

was quite an unusual one. Natalie Weir had had

to choreograph much of the dance to an eclectic

selection of pre-recorded pieces ranging from

Bach to romantic piano pieces and South

American rhythms before I arrived. We then

decided that my role was to create a few new

original compositions in response to the

choreography that evoked the darker, grittier

side of the story. The other remaining pieces

were to contrast quite starkly with this. We had

also discussed incorporating live violin

performance into the tapestry of the work. After

choosing the appropriate sections, I created

sketches and recordings using a varying

soundscape of dark, emotionally intense raw

sounds created mostly from a palette of

electronically processed violin and found

objects. I also wrote the solo violin ideas and

transitions after initially improvising to the

choreography to create a new homogenous

score. Finally I worked with violinist Sarah Curro

to bring the written violin parts to life. The most

important quality I wanted to retain in the violin

pieces was an improvised quality of impassioned

intensity. We hope to create the impression that

the violinist is playing freely in direct emotional

response to the movements of the dancers. This

was a unique challenge for both us that was

ultimately very satisfying. I hope that the

musical score for Fair Game will contribute to

the dynamic and spirited movements of the

choreography and dancers to highlight this

extraordinary story of women from a segment of
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Originally from Brisbane, Sarah began
studying the violin at the age of eight. 
In 1988, Sarah entered the Queensland
Youth Symphony as its youngest member
and then was accepted into the
Queensland Conservatorium to commence
a Bachelor of Music.  During these four
years, she was winner of many prizes and
scholarships including the Conservatorium
Medal for Excellence. Sarah was
Concertmaster for Queensland Youth
Symphony, the Australian Youth Orchestra
and the Camerata of the Australian Youth
Orchestra with whom she toured
nationally and internationally.  

In 1993, Sarah was a string finalist for the
ABC Young Performers Award for which
she performed the Sibelius Violin Concerto
in D Minor with the Tasmanian Symphony
Orchestra. That year she also performed
the Australian premiere of Ludlow Lullaby
by Australian composer Vincent Plush,
which was broadcast on ABC Radio.
Sarah has since played with the
Queensland Philharmonic and Symphony
Orchestra, the Tasmanian Symphony
Orchestra and, with the Australian

Chamber Orchestra, has toured Europe
and the United States of America.
In 1996 Sarah was offered a full
scholarship to study with and act as
teaching assistant to Michael Ma, 
Head of Strings at the Hong Kong
Academy for Performing Arts.  

After accepting a full time position with
the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra in
1999, Sarah was able to pursue her
interest in Early music with Jerome
Hoberman, founder of the Bach Society
Choir and Orchestra.

Sarah’s interest in contemporary music has
inspired her to commission several pieces
for violin and percussion from composers
met in her travels for a current recording
project.    

Currently freelancing around Australia,
Sarah is looking forward to many 
exciting collaborations with other art
forms and artists.
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Carmel Bird is a novelist who grew up in
Tasmania and whose work frequently
focuses on the strange and moving history
of this place. Her Fair Game narratives
were inspired by a lithograph illustrating
the voyage of the 'Princess Royal' in 1832,
and reflect the tough lyricism of her
approach. 

She has written five novels, four
collections of short stories, and two
manuals for writers. The body of her work
of novels comprise The White Garden; The
Bluebird Café; Cherry Ripe; Red Shoes;
and under the name Jack Power, Crisis.
The collections of short stories include The
Common Rat; The Woodpecker Toy Fact:
Automatic Teller and Births Deaths and
Marriages.  The manuals are intended as
inspiration for writers and appear under
the titles of, Dear Writer and Not Now
Jack- I’m Writing a Novel.  Carmel has
also edited four anthologies of Australian
writing, Relations; Red Hot Notes and the
latest being The Stolen Children - Their
Stories.  All the work has a strong base in
social issues, and in Tasmanian history 
and landscape. 

Authors Note

I dedicate this text to Lucy Lucy Halligan who

introduced me to the image of the butterflies via

a post card from the National Library. And I

express my gratitude to Gillian Winter of the

State Library of Tasmania for her kind assistance

with research, and also to Max Annand for

generously sending me a copy of the diary kept

by his ancestor Catherine Price, wife of the

chaplain who travelled on the Princess Royal in

1832.  I also thank Annie Greig, Director of

TasDance, who had confidence in my vision and

saw it translated into dance, and I thank the

dancers and all members of the creative team

who have brought the spirit of Fair Game to

vivid and amazing life. 

I have drawn historical material from the diary

of Catherine Price, from the ship’s records, and

from letters exchanged between Governor

Arthur of Van Diemen’s Land and Viscount

Goderich and other authorities in England. 

Explore the range of Carmel's work on

www.carmelbird.com and enjoy also her most recent

novel Open For Inspection. Her forthcoming novel is

Cape Grimm, which is set in the north west of Tasmania. 
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Joseph Mercurio was born in Melbourne
and raised in Fremantle, Western
Australia.  As part of the Mercurio dynasty
his exposure to the entertainment industry
commenced at an early age.  Following his
sister Connie, into ballet at age six
triggered his fascination with dance.  
He decided to leave the barrel rolls to 
his brother Paul and moved into Lighting
Design.  At age sixteen one of his first
jobs was for Swy Theatre Company with
his brother Michael, who was a 
founding member.  

Joseph's career has spanned the entire
entertainment scope.  Working
predominantly in Lighting for dance and
dance theatre, rock and roll, film,
television, drama, and corporate shows.
Lighting and the manipulation of light has
fuelled Joseph's passion for his career, it is
not only what you see but also what is
concealed that fascinates him.

Joseph was an integral part of Bangarra
Dance Theatre's rise to prominence as
Lighting Design on Praying Mantis

Dreaming, Ninni, Ochres, Alchemy and
Fish.  Returning to the freelance lifestyle
at the start of 1998 Joseph has immersed
himself in a wider more varied range
of lighting styles. 

In 1998 with generous support from The
Australia Council Joseph attended The
British Council International Seminar on
Lighting Design.  In 1999 Joseph worked
on the Australian Dance Awards, Bodies
Dance Festival and The Last Princess as
well as a renewed focus on drama through
Alive at Williamstown Pier for the Griffin
and State of Shock in Wagga Wagga,
Adelaide and Sydney.  

Other events include the 2000 Australia
Day Lunch, 2002 Gold Dinner, 1997/2000
Opening of The Olympic Arts Festival,
Lighting Designer for Closing Ceremony 
of The Sydney Olympics Props and all
ground based elements.

Joseph continues to freelance in 
Australia and overseas.
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Greg’s previous experiences designing for
dance have been with Expressions Dance
Company, Brisbane. There he has designed
two works by Natalie Wier, Proof Sheet
and Insight, as well as numerous works
for the company’s director, Maggi Sietsma,
which have toured both nationally and
internationally.  He has also participated
in cultural exchanges with Expressions to
New Guinea and India. He has designed
for The Queensland Theatre Company,
Opera Queensland, Q.U.T., Playbox,
Laboite, Handspan, and was a designer 
on the inaugural Brisbane Festival Parade. 
His work was last seen in Tasmania in The
Melbourne Worker’s Theatre production 
Who’s afraid of the working class?

Natasha, currently TasDance’s Rehearsal
Director, is a dance artist based in
Melbourne and has had an extensive
career in a variety of dance fields.

Originally from Tasmania, Natasha was a
company member with TasDance in 1997
and performed in Passionfruit and TEASE
and choreographed The Journey Suite
No.2 and Midnight’s Child for the
Tasmanian Poetry and Dance Festival.
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Natasha danced as Principal Dancer of the
West Australian Ballet, working very
closely with director and choreographer
Barry Moreland, creating many full-length
roles.  Among other awards and grants,
Natasha was honoured with the Adams
Award for best Female Classical Dancer in
an Australian state company.  She was
also Principal Dancer with London City
Ballet for two years during which time she
also danced as guest artist with Ballet
Classico de Zaragoza, Le Ballet du Nord
and Scottish Contemporary Dance Theatre.
On returning to Australia, Natasha was
invited to tour to the Philippines in
Australian Stars of Ballet with Principal
Dancers of the Australian Ballet. 

Natasha danced as a soloist in Graeme
Murphy’s bicentennial production Vast,
and was invited to join Sydney Dance
Company in 1995, for whom she toured
internationally as well as performing in
Tasmania with Protecting Veil.

With extensive teaching experience,
Natasha is currently a sessional lecturer in
dance at the Victorian College of the Arts
and coaches at the City Dance Centre.

She is also continuing to develop as an
actor and creates dance theatre and film.
Recently she performed at La Mama in
Melbourne in a dance theatre production
of Heloise and Abelard. Natasha is
currently working on a dance narrative
film as writer/director.
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Born in New Zealand in 1977, Craig
graduated from the New Zealand School
of Dance in 1998 with a Diploma in Dance
Performance. Craig has performed for
such companies and choreographers as,
The Royal New Zealand Ballet, Footnote
Dance Company, Michael Parmenter’s
Commotion Company, Douglas Wright
Dance Company, Gary Stewart’s Thwack
dance company and two years with the
Australian Dance Theatre.  Craig Joined
TasDance last year for their Ripple Effect
season where he was noted in the Dance
Australia’s Critics Survey as most
outstanding dancer. Craig has also
choreographed two short works
Reincarnated and Tetrad.

Trisha, originally from South Australia,
studied at the Queensland Dance School
of Excellence, later gaining a Bachelor fo
Dance from the Victorian College of 
the Arts.

Trisha has worked for TasDance for nearly
four years in various capacities both
educational and professional.  Her
performances for the compoany include
Passionfruit, Story Lines, Obsessions,
HYPER_mobile, Treasured Island and
Ripple Effect.  Trisha has also spent time
with Sue Healey and Dancers and
performed in Chunky Move’s Arcade
season.

Trisha performed in Seoul, Korea with
TasDance in May 2002 and she  recently
returning from India, where she performed
in the 5th APPAN International Festival in
Rishikesh.  Her India trip was made
possible with support from the Australia
India Council.  Trisha is inspired and
excited to be a part of the 
Fair Game  season.
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Lisa completed her tertiary dance studies
at the Queensland University of
Technology and the Centre for Performing
Arts in Adelaide.  In 1996 she worked with
Chris Jannides, Artistic Director of Darc
Swan Dance Company.  In 1998 Lisa joined
Chunky Move, the Melbourne based
contemporary dance company, working
with choreographers Paul Selwyn Norton,
Lucy Guerin, Phillip Adams and Gideon
Obarzanek.  During her time with Chunky
Move, she toured nationally and
internationally with Live Acts, Body Parts
and Fleshmeet.  Lisa also performed in
TasDance’s HYPER_mobile season (2000)
and in Ripple Effect (2002).  Since then,
Lisa has performed in When There’s Only,
a dance film for UK based Amanda
Phillips, and also worked on Niche, a film
by Sue Healey.  In 2002, Lisa
choreographed and performed in two
commissioned worked for Dance Tracks at
The Studio, Sydney Opera House.  She also
performed in Fine Line Terrain, a new
dance work by Sue Healey at the Bangarra
Theatre, Sydney.

Malcolm started dance at the Queensland
Dance School of Excellence at the age of
16 and furthered his studies at the
Victorian College of the Arts. 

He then traveled and worked in Los
Angeles, Canada and Alaska before
returning to Melbourne to work with
Elissa Mayer Thomas. In 1998 he joined
Footnote Dance Company in New Zealand.
Malcolm worked for Michael Parmenter’s
Commotion company for the 1999 season
of Jerusalem before returning to Australia
to work with Opera Australia for a
Melbourne season of Julius Caesar and
the Pearlfishers.  In 2001 he worked with
the Australian Dance Theatre on the
company members choreographic season
Ignition before joining TasDance.  Malcolm
returned to ADT for Ignition 2, before
going to New Zealand to perform in
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s Song and Dance.

Malcolm has also performed for TasDance
in Treasured Island, Ripple Effect and now
the Fair Game season.
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Jason completed his dance studies at the
Queensland University of Technology,
graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in
2001. Whilst studying, he worked with the
One Extra Dance Company (secondment)
and performed in Opera Queensland’s
2001 production of “The Pearl Fishers”.

Since graduation Jason has worked with
Expressions Dance Company as a member
of their Education Team, touring to
schools in regional Queensland. Following
this he worked for Lismore based company
NORPA on their 2001 production of “The
Seed”, performing in Lismore, Taree,
Wagga Wagga and Parramatta.

Tania was born in Italy and grew up in
Adelaide where she began her dancing
career. She continued to study dance,
completing her studies at the Centre of
Performing Arts. Tania has worked
extensively within the independent artist
scene, alsp working in the State Opera of
SA and Opera Australia. She has been
involved in the ADT Ignition seasons,
performed in the film The Diaries of
Nijinsky directed by Paul Cox and as a part
of TasDance for Treasured Island (2001 10
Days on the Island). She toured to Korea
in 2002 with TasDance as part of the
APPAN International Festival & Symposium
and most recently was noted in the Dance
Australia’s Critics Survey as most
outstanding dancer for Ripple Effect.
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Joanne commenced her dance training
with the Graduate College of dance in
Perth. After graduating, she travelled to
Europe and was accepted into the John
Neumeier Hamburg Ballet School where
she trained for 1-_ years.   Following this
she joined the Hamburg Ballet Company
and performed in all productions both
ballet and contemporary ballet and toured
the world extensively with the company.
After returning to Perth, Joanne
performed in Passion with the West
Australian Ballet, Broken Angels with
David Prudham’s Australian Dancers
Company and various other independent
projects. In 2001 she enrolled at the
Victorian College of the Arts to complete
the third year of a bachelor of dance.
During the first half of 2002 she worked
with Buzz Dance Theatre and was also a
recipient of an Australia Council’s Foot In
The Door grant to work with Phillip Adams
and BalletLab on the Self- Encasing trilogy.  

Angela recently graduated from the
University of Tasmania with a Bachelor of
Performing Arts, where she developed a
keen interest in production and technical
theatre. During her course, Angela gained
valuable experience in stage management
and lighting, as well as directing a
contemporary dance piece, The Cell, which
she devised for the Student Directed
Festival.  

Angela was also production assistant for
Stompin’ Youth Dance Co. and production
manager for the 2002 TCE dance exams.
After a stint as production assistant with
Frontline for Grinspoon concerts, Angela
went on to stage manage for Festivale and
was deputy stage manager for Theatre
North’s Our Path (as part of the inaugural
10 Days on the Island Festival).  This is
Angela’s first time working with TasDance
and is looking forward to being a part
of Fair Game.
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